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“He felt no hatred
towards those
condemned men as
they turned their
bare necks towards
him. But he still felt
some pity. He knew
they were enemies of
the revolution. But he
served the revolution
conscientiously and
diligently, as he
would have served
any respectable
commander-in-chief.
He wasn’t shooting
them, he was just
doing his job.”

Presentation

Vladimir Zazoubrine, Le Tchékiste,
[1923], Paris, Christian Bourgois
éditeur, 1990, p. 45.

Soviet investigators in front of mass graves in Katyn in the Autumn of 1943
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80 years will have passed since the killings of 22,000 Polish
war prisoners by the NKVD

A note by Beria to

The first version of

Stalin proposing the

the Politburo’s

execution of the

decision to execute

polish officers, dated

22,000 emprisoned

March 5, 1940, signed

polish soldiers dated

by Stalin, Vorochilov,

March 5, 1940.

Molotov and
Mokoyan.
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high-level

Soviet

officials.

dark secrets on the
executioners. Who were these men? How
had they been recruited? What happened to

The
Katyn
executioners
are
Tchekists, hardened by the Great
Terror (750 000 executions between
1937
and
1938).
They
are
professionals recruited for their
ability to kill in cold blood.
Their experience is quite different
from the ordinary men from the
Einsatzgruppen
who
follow
a
rudimentary training. In the USSR,
things
turned
out
quite
differently.

This film tells the story of the
Katyn massacre for the first time,
from the perspective of the victims
and of the executioners. It shows
how these crimes are symptomatic of
a system which relied on specific
police methods and a culture of
secrecy and concealment.

them after these crimes were committed?
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Facts

Polish soldiers and officers imprisoned and deported to camps by the
Red Army during the Soviet invasion of Poland.
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Beria proposed to Stalin
that he should get rid of the Polish
prisoners

Politburo
deportation
of 400,000 Poles
Nazis decided to use this
affair to their political advantage

to

discredit their adversary
Sovietization enterprise failed

with a Walter pistol

myth
of “Judeo-Bolshevism ”.
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1

Exclusively composed of countries that were Germany’s allies or under
German occupation
3
The political perpetuation of traditional anti-judaism turned into racial
anti-semitism, very widespread among population in central and eastern
Europe
Molotov, Vorochilov, Mikoyan

In the West

Nikolai
Bourdenko
Nazi police

Nikolai Bourdenko was the surgeon in charge of
leading the Soviet counter-inquiry commission
(autumn-winter 1943).

Soviet regime remained
absolutely silent

In the 1970s, people began to talk.

Tcheckist group in 1940

Putin
We do not have the
power to change the past

The most hidden and unspeakable
secrets that remains concern the
executioners of the Katyn massacre.
Today, we are about to unveil them.

recent discovery of

Author’s note

documents that had been buried in the secret
archives

Olivia Gomolinski

defend human rights and to
unveil the truth about Soviet crimes and violence

sophisticated propaganda
techniques and the NKVD’s culture of repression and
concealment

keeping the NKVD operation secret, to the
Photos of Polish officers that were killed in the Katyn massacre

detriment of its victims and of historic truth
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